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Abstract A mechanism for learning lexical correspondences between two lan
guages from sets of translated sentence pairs is presented. These lexical 
level correspondences are learned using analogical reasoning between 
two translation examples. Given two translation examples, any simi
larities in the source language sentences must correspond to the simi
lar parts of the target language sentences, while any differences in the 
source strings must correspond to the respective parts in the translated 
sentences. The correspondences between similarities and between dif
ferences are learned in the form of translation templates. A translation 
template is a generalized translation exemplar pair where some compo
nents are generalized by replacing them with variables in both sentences 
and establishing bindings between these variables. The learned trans
lation templates are generalizations obtained by replacing differences 
or similarities by variables. This approach has been implemented and 
tested on a set of sampie training datasets and produced promising re
sults for further investigation. 
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1. Introduction 

Researchers in the Machine Learning community have widely used 
exemplar-based representations. The basic idea in exemplar-based learn
ing is to use past experiences or cases to understand, plan, or learn from 
novel situations (Kolodner, 1988; Hammond, 1989; Ram, 1993). Collins 
and Somers (Chapter 4, this volume) view the EBMT approach as a spe
cial case of Case-Based Reasoning. Medin & Schaffer, 1978 were the first 
researchers who proposed exemplar-based learning as a model of human 
learning. In this chapter, we formulate the acquisition of translation 
rules as a machine learning problem. 

Our first attempt in this direction was to construct parse trees be
tween the example translation pairs (Güvenir & Tun<;, 1996). However, 
the difficulty we found was the lack of reliable parsers for both lan
guages. In later work, we have proposed a learning technique (Cicekli 
& Güvenir, 1996; Güvenir & Cicekli, 1998) to learn translation tem
plates from translation examples and store them as generalized exem
plars, rat her than parse trees. A template is defined as an example trans
lation pair, where some components (e.g. word sterns and morphemes) 
are generalized by replacing them with variables in both sentences. In 
that earlier work, we replaced only the differing parts by variables to 
obtain a generalized exemplar. In this chapter, we have extended and 
generalized our learning algorithm by adding new heuristics to form a 
complete framework for EBMT. In this new framework (Cicekli, 2000; 
Cicekli and Güvenir, 2001), we are also able to learn generalized ex
emplars by replacing similar parts in the sentences. These two distinct 
learning heuristics are called similarity template learning and difference 
template learning. These algorithms are also able to learn new transla
tion templates from examples in which the number of differing or similar 
components between the source and target sentences differs. We refer to 
this technique as Generalized Exemplar Based Machine Translation. 

The translation template learning framework presented in this chap
ter is based on a heuristic to infer correspondences between the patterns 
in the source and target languages given two translation pairs. Accord
ing to this heuristic, given two translation examples, if the sentences 
in the source language exhibit some similarities, then the corresponding 
sentences in the target language must have similar parts, and they must 
be translations of the similar parts of the sentences in the source lan
guage. Furthermore, the remaining differing constituents of the source 
sentences should also match the corresponding differences of the target 
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sentences. However, if the sentences do not exhibit any similarities, then 
no correspondences are inferred. 

Our learning algorithm is called Translation Template Learner (TTL). 
Given a corpus of translation pairs, TTL infers correspondences between 
the source and target languages in the form of templates. These tem
plates can be used for translation in both directions. Therefore, in the 
rest of the chapter we will refer to these languages as L l and L 2 . Al
though the examples and experiments used here are on English and 
Turkish, we believe the model is equally applicable to many other lan
guage pairs. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.2 explains the 
representation in the form of translation templates. The TTL algorithm 
is described in Section 9.3, and some of its performance results are given 
in Section 9.4. Section 9.5 describes how these translation templates can 
be used in translation, and the general system architecture. Our system 
is evaluated in Section 9.6. The limit at ions of the learning heuristics 
are described in Section 9.7, and Section 9.8 concludes the chapter with 
pointers for furt her research. 

2. Translation Templates 

A translation template is a generalized translation exemplar pair, 
where some components (e.g. word stems and morphemes) are general
ized by replacing them with variables in both sentences, and establishing 
bindings between these variables. Let us asume the example translations 
in (1): 

(1) 1 will drink orange juice ++ portakal suyu i<;:ecegim 
1 will drink coffee ++ kahve i<;:ecegim 

Given these examples, the translation templates in (2) can be learned 
using our first learning heuristic: 

(2) 1 will drink Xl ++ X 2 i<;:ecegim 
if Xl ++ X 2 

orange juice ++ portakal suyu 
coffee ++ ka hve 

The first translation template is read as the sentence "I will drink Xl" 
in L l and the sentence "X2 i<;:ecegim" in L2 are translations of each 
other, given that Xl in L l and X 2 in L 2 are translations of each other. 
Therefore, if it has already been acquired that "tea" in L l and "<;:ay" in 
L 2 are translations of each other, for example, i.e. "tea" ++ "<;:ay", then 
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the sentence "I will drink tea" can be easily translated into L 2 as "c;.ay 
ic;.ecegim". In a similar manner, the sentence "c;.ay ic;.ecegim" in L 2 can be 
translated in LI as "I will drink tea". The second and third translation 
templates are atomic templates representing atomic correspondences of 
two strings in the languages LI and L 2 • An atomic translation template 
does not contain any variable. The TTL algorithm also stores the given 
translation examples as atomic translation templates. 

Since the TTL algorithm is based on finding the similarities and dif
ferences between translation examples, the representation of sentences 
plays an important role. As explained above, the TTL algorithm may use 
the sentences exactly as they are found in a regular text. That is, there 
is no need for grammatical information or preprocessing on the bilin
gual parallel corpus. Therefore, it constitutes a grammar-Iess extraction 
algorithm for phrasal translation templates from bilingual parallel texts. 

For agglutinative languages such as Turkish, this surface level repre
sentation of the sentences limits the generality of the templates to be 
learned. For example, the translation of the sentence "they are running" 

into Turkish is a single word "ko~uyorlar", and the translation of "they 
are walking" is "yürüyorlar". When a surface level representation is used, 
it is not possible to find a template from these translation examples. 
In this case, it is assumed that a sentence is a sequence of words and a 
word is indivisible. Therefore, we will represent a word as its lexicallevel 
representation,l that is, its stern and its morphemes. For example, the 
translation pair 'They are running" ++ "ko~uyorlar" will be represented as 
"they are run+PROG" ++ "ko~+PROG+3PL". Similarly, the pair "they are 
walking" ++ "yürüyorlar" will be represented as "they are walk+PROG" ++ 
"yürü+PROG+3PL". Here, the + symbol is used to mark the beginning of 
a morpheme. In the English and Turkish sentences, the PROG morpheme 
indicates the progressive tense suffix, while 3PL indicates the third per
son plural agreement marker. In this case, the sentence is treated as a 

1 In the lexical level representation of Turkish words appearing in the examples, we used 
the following notations which are similar to the notations used in phrase structure grammar 
papers (Gazdar et al., 1985; Pollard & Sag, 1987): lSG, 2SG, 3SG, lPL, 2PL and 3PL 
for agreement morphemes; AOR, PAST and PROG for aorist, progressive and past tense 
morphemes, respectively; ABL for ablative morpheme; ACC for accusative morpheme; LOC 
for locative morpheme; DAT for dative morpheme; P1SG, P2SG, P3SG, P1PL, P2PL, and 
P3PL for possessive markers; ConvNoun=DHk for a morpheme (DHk) which is used to 
convert a verb into a noun. The following notations are used in the lexicallevel representations 
of English words appearing in the examples: PAST and PROG for past and progressive tense 
morphemes (for -ed and -ing suffixes); 3SG for the third person agreement morpheme (for 
the -s suffix) in the verbs. The surface level realizations of these morphemes are determined 
according to vowel and consonant harmony rules. The surface level realization of the PAST 
morpheme for English verbs also depends on whether that verb is regular or irregular. 
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sequence ofmorphemes (root words and morphemes). According to this 
representation, these two translation pairs would be as in (3): 

(3) they are run+PROG +-+ kO~+PROG+3PL 
they are walk+PROG +-+ yürü+PROG+3PL 

Using our first heuristic, the translation templates in (4) can be learned 
from the two translation pairs in (3): 

(4) they are XI+PROG +-+ X 2 +PROG+3PL 
if Xl +-+ X 2 

run +-+ ko~ 
walk +-+ yürü 

This representation allows an abstraction over technicalities such as 
vowel and/or consonant harmony mIes in Turkish, and also different 
realizations of the same verb according to tense in English. We assume 
that the generation of surface level representation of words from their 
lexical level representations is unproblematic. 

3. Learning Translation Templates 

The TTL algorithm infers translation templates using similarities and 
differences between two translation examples (Ea , Eb) taken fram a bilin
gual parallel corpus. Formally, a translation example E a : E~ +-+ E~ is 
composed of a pair of sentences, E~ and E~ that are translations of each 
other in LI and L 2 , respectively. 

A similarity between two sentences of a language is a non-empty se
quence of common items (root words or morphemes) in both sentences. 
A diJJerence between two sentences of a language is a pair of two se
quences (D I, D2 ) where D I is a sub-sequence of the first sentence, D2 is 
a sub-sequence of the second sentence, and D I and D 2 do not contain 
any common item. 

Given two translation examples (Ea , Eb), we try to find similarities 
between the constituents of E a and Eb. A sentence is considered as a 
sequence of lexical items (i.e. raot words or morphemes). If no similar
ities can be found, then no template is learned fram these examples. If 
similar constituents do exist, then a match sequence M a b of the form in 
(5) is generated: ' 

(5) Sö,Dö,Sr,··· ,D~_I'S; +-+ S5,D5,Sr,··· ,D~_I'S~ 
for l~n,m 

Here, Si, represents a similarity (a sequence of common items) between 
E~ and E~. Similarly, Di, : (Di, a' Dk b) represents a difference between , , 
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E~ and Et, where D~ a and D~ bare non-empty differing items be
tween two similar constituents si and Sf+1. Corresponding differing 
constituents do not contain common items. That is, for a difference D k , 

Dk,a and Dk,b do not contain any common item. Also, no lexical item in 
a similarity Si appears in any difference. Any of SÖ, SA, Sö or S?n can 
be empty, but Sl for 0< i < n and SI for 0< j < m must be non-empty. 
Furthermore, at least one similarity on each side must be non-empty. 
Note that given these conditions, there exists either a unique match or 
no match between two example translation pairs. 

For instance, let us assume that the translation examples in (6) are 
given: 

(6) "I bought the book for Cathy" ++" Cathy i~in kitabl satin aldlm" 

"I bought the ring for Cathy" ++" Cathy i~in yüzügü satin 
aldlm". 

The lexicallevel representations of the example pairs in (6) are shown 
in (7): 

(7) 1 buy+PAST the book for Cathy ++ 
Cathy i~in kitap+ACC satin al+PAST +lSG 

1 buy+PAST the ring for Cathy ++ 
Cathy i~in yüzük+ACC satin al+PAST +lSG 

For the translation examples in (7), the match sequence in (8) is obtained 
by our matching algorithm. 

(8) 1 buy+PAST the (book,ring) for Cathy ++ 
Cathy i~in (kitap,yüzük) +ACC satin al+PAST +lSG 

That is, the match sequences in (9) are obtained: 

(9) Sö = 1 buy+PAST the, 
DÖ = (book,ring), 
Si = for Cathy, 
Sö = Cathy i~in, 
D5= (kitap,yüzük), 
Sr = +ACC satin al+PAST +lSG. 

After a match sequence is found for two translation examples, we 
use two different learning heuristics to infer translation templates from 
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that match sequence. These two learning heuristics try to locate the 
corresponding differences or similarities in the match sequence, respec
tively. If the first heuristic can locate all corresponding differences, a new 
translation template can be genera ted by replacing all differences with 
variables. This translation template is called a similarity translation 
template since it contains the similarities in the match sequence. The 
second heuristic can infer translation templates by replacing similarities 
with variables, if it is able to locate corresponding similarities in the 
match sequence. These translation templates are called diJJerence trans
lation templates since they contain differences in the match sequence. 
Note that both similarity and difference translation templates contain 
variables. 

For each pair of examples in the training set, the TTL algorithm tries 
to infer translation templates using these two learning heuristics. After 
all translation templates are learned, they are sorted according to how 
specific they are. Given two templates, the one that has a higher number 
of terminals is more specific than the other. Note that the templates are 
ordered according to the source language. For two-way translation, the 
templates are ordered once for each language as the source. 

3.1 Learning Similarity Translation Templates 

If there exists only a single difference in both sides of a match se
quence, i.e. n = m = 1, then these differing constituents must be transla
tions of each other. In other words, we are able to locate the correspond
ing differences in the match sequence. In this case, the match sequence 
must be of the form in (10): 

(10) SJ,DÖ,St B S6,D6,S? 

Since DJ and D6 are the corresponding differences, the similarity 
translation template in (11) is inferred by replacing these differences 
with variables: 

(11) 

Furthermore, the two atomic translation templates in (12) are learned 
from the corresponding differences (DÖ,a, DJ,b) and (D6,a, D5,b): 

(12) DJ,a B DÖ,a 

For example, since the match sequence given in (8) contains a single 
difference on both sides, the similarity translation template and two 
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additional atomic translation templates in (13) can be inferred from the 
corresponding differences (book,ring) and (kitap,yüzük): 

(13) I buy+PAST the Xl for Cathy +-+ 
Cathy i<;in X 2 +ACC satin al+PAST +lSG 
if Xl +-+ x2 

book +-+ kitap 
ring +-+ yüzük 

On the other hand, if the number of differences are equal on both 
sides but greater than one, i.e. 1 < n = m, without prior knowledge, it 
is impossible to determine which difference in one side corresponds to 
which difference on the other side. In such cases, learning depends on 
those translation templates acquired previously. Our similarity template 
learning algorithm tries to locate n -1 corresponding differences in the 
match sequence by checking previously learned translation templates. 
That is, the k th difference (Df a' Df b) on the left side corresponds to the 

[th difference (Dl a' Dlb) on th~ right side ifthe two translation templates 
in (14) have bee~ lea~ned earlier: 

(14) 

After finding n-1 corresponding differences, two unchecked differences, 
one on each side, should correspond to each other. Thus, for an dif
ferences in the match sequence, we determine which difference on one 
side corresponds to which difference on the other. Now, let us assume 
that the list CDPairl, CDPair2, ... ,CDPairn represents the list of an 
corresponding differences where CDPairn is the pair of two unchecked 
differences, and each CDPairi is the pair of two differences in the form 
(Dt,D~). For each CDPairi, we replace Dfi with a variable Xl, and 
D~ with a variable X'f in a match sequence Ma,b. Thus, we get a 
new match sequence Ma,b W DV in which an differences are replaced 
by proper variables. As a result, the similarity translation template in 
(15) can be inferred: 

(15) MabWDV 
if· xt +-+ Xf and ... and X~ +-+ X~ 

In addition, the atomic translation templates in (16) are learned from 
the last corresponding differences (DL,a' DL,b) and (Dln,a' Dln,b): 
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procedure SimilarityTTL( Ma,b) 
begin 

• Assume that the match sequence M a b for the pair of , 
translation examples E a and Eb is: 
SJ,DJ, ... ,D~_llS~,++S5,DÖ,'" ,D~_llS~ 

ifn=m=1 then 
• rnfer the following templates: 

SJ Xl si ++ S5 x 2 Si if Xl ++ X 2 

DÖ a ++ DÖa 
l' 2' 

Do b ++ Do b 

else if 1 '< n = ~ and n -1 corresponding differences can be 
found in Ma,b then 
• Assume that the unchecked corresponding differences is 

((D l Dl ) (D 2 D 2 )) kn,a' kn,b' ln,a' ln,b . 
• Assume that the list of corresponding differences is 

(Dt, Df1 ) ••• (Dt, DfJ including unchecked ones. 
• For each corresponding difference (D t ' D~ ), 

replace Dt with Xl and D~i with Xl 
to get the new match sequence MabWDV. , 

• rnfer the following templates: 
Ma,b W DV if Xi ++ xl and ... and xA ++ X;, 
D l ++ D 2 kn,a ln,a 
D l ++ D 2 kn,b ln,b 

end 

Figure 9.1. The Similarity TTL (STTL) Algorithm 

(16) 
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For example, the translation examples in (17) have two differences on 
both sides: 

(17) I break+PAST the window ++ pencere+ACC klr+PAST +lSG 
You break+PAST the door ++ kapl+ACC klr+PAST +2SG 
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The match sequence in (18) is obtained for these examples: 

(18) (i,you) break+PAST the (window,door) ++ 
(pencere,kapl) +ACC klr+PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

Without prior information, we cannot determine whether I corre
sponds to "pencere" or "+lSG". However, if it has already been learned 
that "i" corresponds to "+lSG" and "you" corresponds to "+2SG", then 
the similarity translation template and two additional atomic translation 
templates in (19) can be inferred: 

(19) xi break+PAST the xi ++ Xi+ACC klr+PAST Xr 
if xi ++ Xr and xi ++ xi 

window ++ pencere 
door ++ kapl 

In general, when the number of differences in both sides of a match 
sequences is greater than or equal to 1, i.e. 1 ~ n = m, the similarity 
TTL (STTL) algorithm learns new similarity translation templates only 
if at least n - 1 of the differences have already been learned. A formal 
description of the similarity TTL algorithm is summarized in Figure 9.1. 

3.2 Learning Difference Translation Templates 

If there exists only a single non-empty similarity in both sides of a 
match sequence Ma,b, then these similar constituents must be transla
tions of each other. In this case, each side of the match sequence can 
contain one or two differences, and they may contain different number 
of differences. In other words, each side (M~ b where i is 1 or 2) of the 

match sequence Ma,b : M~,b ++ M;,b can be o~e of the following: 

1 Sb, Db, si, where Sb is non-empty, and si is empty. 

2 Sb, Db, st where st is non-empty, and Sb is empty. 

3 Sb, Db, si, Di, S~, where st is non-empty, and Sb and S~ are empty. 

In this case, we replace the non-empty similarity in M~ b with vari-, 
able Xi, and separate difference pairs in the match sequence to obtain 
two match sequences with similarity variables, namely Ma W SV and 
MbWSV, as shown in (20): 
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(20) M~ W SV ++ M;W SV 
MlWSV ++ M;WSV 
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For example, for the third case given above, M~ W SV and Ml W SV will 
be as shown in (21): 

(21) MalWSV·. D l Xl D l 
Da la 

Mt W SV: DÖ'b Xl Di'b , , 

As a result, the two difference translation templates in (22) are learned 
when there is a single non-empty similarity on both sides of a match 
sequence: 

(22) MaWSV 
if Xl ++ X 2 

MbWSV 
if Xl ++ X2 

In addition to these templates, the atomic translation template in (23) 
is also learned from the corresponding non-empty similarities Sk in M~ b 

and Sl in M;b: ' , 

(23) 

For example, the match sequence in (18) contains a single non-empty 
similarity on both sides. The two difference translation templates, and 
one additional atomic template in (24) are learned from the correspond
ing similarities "break+PAST the" and "+ACC klr+PAST", in the match 
sequence in (23): 

(24) i Xl window ++ pencere X 2 +lSG 
if Xl ++ X2 

you Xl door ++ kapl X 2 +2SG 
if Xl ++ X 2 

break+PAST the ++ +ACC klr+PAST 

Let us assume that the number of non-empty similarities on both sides 
is equal to n (i.e. they are equal), and n is greater than 1. Without prior 
knowledge, it is impossible to determine which similarity in one side cor
responds to which similarity in the other side. Our difference template 
learning algorithm can infer new difference translation templates if it 
can locate n-1 corresponding non-empty similarities. We say that non
empty similarity Sk on the left side corresponds to non-empty similarity 
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S[ on the right side if the translation template in (25) has been learned 
earlier: 

(25) 

After finding n-l corresponding similarities, there will be two unchecked 
similarities, one on each side. These two unchecked similarities should 
correspond to each other. Now, let us assume that the list eSPairl, es 
Pair2, ... ,eSPairn represents the list of all corresponding similarities 
in the match sequence. In that list, each eSPairi is a pair of two non
empty similarities in the form (Ski' SD, and eSPairn is the pair of two 
unchecked similarities. For each eSPairi, we replace Ski with a vari
able Xl and S~ with a variable Xl in the match sequence Ma,b. Then 
the resulting sequence is divided into two match sequences with similar
ity variables, namely Ma W SV and Mb W SV, by separating difference 
pairs in the match sequence. As a result, the two difference translation 
templates in (26) can be inferred: 

(26) MaWSV 
if Xl- B Xr and ... 

MbWSV 
if Xl- B Xr and ... 

In addition, the atomic translation template in (27) is learned from the 
last corresponding similarities: 

(27) 

For instance, from the match sequence SÖ, DÖ, Si B S5, Dö, Sr where 
all similarities are non-empty, and if the list of corresponding similarities 
is (Sö, Sr), (Si, S5), the difference translation templates in (28) can be 
inferred: 

xl-DÖaxi B XiD5 aXr 
if Xl B X2 and 'Xl B X 2 

I I 2 2 

(28) 

Xl-DÖbXi B xiDöbXr 
if Xl B X 2 and'X I B X 2 

I I 2 2 

In addition, if (Si, S5) is the pair of two unchecked similarities, the 
atomic translation template in (29) is learned: 

(29) 

For example, the match sequence in (8) contains two non-empty sim
ilarities. Without prior information, we cannot determine whether "for 
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Cathy" corresponds to "Cathy ic;in" or "+ACC satin al+PAST +lSG" . How
ever, if it has been already learned that "for Cathy" corresponds to 
"Cathy ic;in", then the two difference translation templates and one ad
ditional translation template in (30) can be inferred: 

(30) Xl book Xl ++ X 2 kitap X 2 
1 2 2 1 
if Xl ++ X 2 and Xl ++ X 2 

1 1 2 2 
Xl ring Xl ++ X 2 yüzük X 2 

1 2 2 1 
if Xl ++ X 2 and Xl ++ X 2 

1 1 2 2 
i buy+PAST the ++ +ACC satin al+PAST +lSG 

In general, when the number of non-empty similarities on both sides 
of a match sequence is greater than or equal to 1, i.e. 1 ~ n = m, the 
difference TTL (DTTL) algorithm learns new difference translation tem
plates only if at least n-1 of the similarities have already been learned. 
A formal description of the difference TTL algorithm is summarized in 
Figure9.2. 

procedure DifferenceTTL(Ma,b) 
begin 

if numojsim(M~ b) =numojsim(M;, b) = n 2: 1 , , 

end 

and n-1 corresponding similarities can be found in Ma,b then 
• Assume that the unchecked corresponding similarities is 

(St,SfJ· 
• Assume that the list of corresponding similarities is 

(SkI ' S~) ... (st ' Sfn ) including unchecked ones. 
• For each corresponding difference (Ski' S~), 

replace Ski with Xl and S~i with xl 
to get the new match sequence Ma,bWSV, 

• Divide MabWSV into MaWSV and MbWSV , 
by separating differences. 

• Infer the following templates: 
MaWSV if Xl ++ Xi and 
MbWSV if Xl ++ Xl and 
Sl ++ S2 

kn Zn 

Figure 9.2. The Difference TTL (DTTL) Algorithm 
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3.3 Different N umbers of Similarities or 
Differences in Match Sequences 

The STTL algorithm given in Section 9.3.1 can learn new translation 
templates only if the number of differences on both sides of a match 
sequence are equal. Similarly, the DTTL algorithm requires that a match 
sequence has to have the same number of similarities on both sides. In 
this section, we describe how to relax these restrictions so that the STTL 
and the DTTL algorithms can learn new translation templates from 
a match sequence with different numbers of differences or similarities, 
respectively. We try to make the number of differences equal on both 
sides of a match sequence by separating differences, before the STTL 
algorithm tries to learn from that match sequence. Similarly, we try 
to equate the number of similarities on both sides of a match sequence 
for the DTTL algorithm. For example, the match sequence of the two 
translation examples ("I came" ++ "geldim" and "You went" ++ "gittin" ) 
in (31) has one difference on the left side, but it has two differences on 
the right side: 

(31) i come+PAST ++ gel+PAST +lSG 
you go+PAST ++ git+PAST +2SG 

Match Sequence: 
(i come,you go) +PAST ++ (gel,git) +PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

The STTL algorithm given in Section 9.3.1 cannot learn translation 
templates from this match sequence because the number of differences 
is not the same. Since both constituents of the difference on the left 
side contain two morphemes, we can separate that difference into two 
differences by dividing both constituents of that difference into two parts 
given morpheme boundaries. As a result, we obtain the match sequence 
in (32): 

(32) (i,you) (come,go) +PAST ++ (gel,git) +PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

Now, the match sequence in (32) has two differences on both sides. 
If we know that (i,you) corresponds to (+lSG,+2SG), we can learn the 
translation templates in (33): 
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(33) xi xi +PAST +-+ x~ +PAST xr 
if xi +-+ xr and xi +-+ x~ 

come +-+ gel 
go +-+ git 
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In general, before we apply the STTL algorithm to a match sequence, 
we try to create an instance of that match sequence with the same num
ber of differences on both sides by dividing a difference into several 
differences. A difference (Da, Db) can be divided into two differences 
(Dal1 D bl ), and (Da2 ,Db2) ifthe lengths of Da and Db are greater than 
1. The reader should note that if Dal , Da2 , Dbl and Db2 are non-empty, 
the equalities Da = DU! Da2 and Db = Dbl Db2 hold. We continue to 
create an instance of a match sequence with the same number of differ
ences until new translation templates can be learned from that instance, 
or until there is no other way to create an instance with the same num
ber of differences. We may need to create an instance of the original 
match sequence even if it has the same number of differences on both 
sides. For example, the match sequence of the translation examples "I 
drank water" +-+ "su is;tim" and "You ate orange" +-+ "portakal yedin" has 
two differences on both sides, as shown in (34): 

(34) i drink+PAST water +-+ su ic;:+PAST+1SG 
you eat+PAST orange +-+ portakal ye+PAST +2SG 

Match Sequence: 
(i drink,you eat) +PAST (water,orange) +-+ 

(su is;,portakal ye) +PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

Now, let us assume that we do not know whether the difference 
(i drink,you eat) corresponds to (su ic;:,portakal ye) or (+lSG,+2SG), or 
whether the difference (water,orange) corresponds to (su ic;:,portakal ye) 
or (+lSG,+2SG). In fact, none of these correspondences should hold be
cause they will all yield incorrect translation templates. However, if we 
divide the differences on both sides, we obtain the match sequence in 
(35), with three differences on both sides: 

(35) (i,you) (drink,eat) +PAST (water,orange) +-+ 
(su,portakal) (ic;:,ye) +PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

From this match sequence, if we know two correspondences between 
the differences above, such as (i,you) corresponds to (+lSG,+2SG), and 
(water,orange) corresponds to (su,portakal), we can learn the translation 
templates in (36): 
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xi x} +PAST xj ++ xj xi +PAST xi 
if xi ++ xi and x} ++ xi and xj ++ X§ 

drink ++ ie;: 
eat ++ ye 

For the DTTL algorithm, we divide similarities to equate the number 
of similarities on both sides of a match sequence. A similarity 8 can be 
divided into two non-empty similarities 8 1 and 8 2 in order to increase 
the number of similarities in one side. Before the DTTL algorithm is 
executed, we try to equate the number of similarities on both sides. We 
continue to create an instance of a match sequence with the same num
ber of similarities until the DTTL algorithm can learn new translation 
templates from this instance or until there is no other way to create an 
instance. 

For example, from the match sequence of the translation examples "I 
came" ++ "geldim" and "I went" ++ "gittim", the DTTL algorithm cannot 
learn new templates because it contains two similarities on the left side 
and one on the right side, namely those in (37): 

(37) i come+PAST ++ gel+PAST +lSG 
i go+PAST ++ git+PAST +lSG 

Match Sequence: 
i (come,go) +PAST ++ (gel,git) +PAST +lSG 

On the other hand, we can divide the similarity "+PAST +lSG" into 
two similarities "+PAST" and "+lSG" by inserting an empty difference 
between them. Now the new match sequence has two similarities on 
both sides. If the correspondence of "i" to "+lSG" is already known, the 
translation templates in (38) can be learned by the DTTL algorithm: 

(38) xi come xi ++ gel xi xi 
if xi ++ xi and xi ++ xi 

xi go xi ++ git xi xi 
if xi ++ xi and x} ++ xi 

+PAST ++ +PAST 

3.4 Differences with Empty Constituents 

The current matching algorithm does not allow a difference to contain 
an empty constituent. For this reason, the matching algorithm fails for 
certain translation example pairs although we may learn useful trans
lation templates from those pairs. For example, the current matching 
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algorithm fails for the following examples "I saw the man" ++ "adaml 
gördüm" and "I saw a man" ++ "bir adam gördüm" because "bir" and 
"+ACc" have to match empty strings, as shown in (39): 

(39) i see+PAST the man ++ adam+ACC gör+PAST +lSG 
i see+PAST a man ++ bir adam gör+PAST +lSG 

However, if we relax this restriction in the matching algorithm by 
allowing a difference to have an empty constituent, then this new version 
of the matching algorithm will find the match sequence in (40) for the 
example in (39): 

(40) i see+PAST (the,a) man ++ 
(E,bir) adam (+ACC,E) gör+PAST +lSG 

In this match sequence, "bir" in the difference (E,bir) and "+ACc" in 
the difference (+ACC,E) correspond to the empty string. If we apply the 
DTTL algorithm to this match sequence by assuming that the correspon
dence of "man" to "adam" is already known, the translation templates 
in (41) can be learned: 

(41) Xl the Xl ++ X 2 +ACC X 2 
1 2 2 1 

if Xl ++ X 2 and Xl ++ X 2 
1 1 2 2 

Xl a Xl ++ bir X 2 X 2 
1 2 2 1 

if Xl ++ X 2 and Xl ++ X 2 
1 1 2 2 

i see+PAST ++ gör+PAST +lSG 

We do not apply the STTL algorithm to a match sequence containing 
a difference with an empty constituent. If we apply the STTL algorithm 
to this kind of a match sequence, a translation template with one side 
empty can be generated. This would mean that a non-empty string in 
a language always corresponds to an empty string in another language. 
This is not a plausible situation. For this reason, we only apply the 
DTTL algorithm to this kind of match sequence in order to prevent 
the problem mentioned above. We only try to create a match sequence 
with a difference having an empty constituent if the original match algo
rithm cannot find a match sequence without differences which contains 
no empty constituents. 

3.5 Complete Learning Examples 

In this section, we describe the behavior of our learning algorithms 
by giving the details of algorithm steps on the two translation example 
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pairs in (43) and (48). We assume that the two translation templates in 
(42) have been learned earlier: 

(42) i ++ +lSG 
you ++ +2SG 

Assume the translation example pair in (43): 

(43) I drank wine ++ $arap i<;tim 
You drank beer ++ Bira i<;tin 

Since our learning algorithms work on the lexical form of sentences, 
the input for our algorithm will be the two translation examples in (44): 

(44) i drink+PAST wine ++ !iiarap i<;+PAST +lSG 
you drink+PAST beer ++ bira i<;+PAST +2SG 

We now try to find a match sequence between these two translation 
examples. To do that, a match sequences between the English sentences 
"i drink+PAST wine" and "you drink+PAST beer" is found, and a match 
sequence between the Turkish sentences "!iiarap i<;+PAST+lSG" and "bira 
i<;+PAST +2SG" is found. As a result, the match sequence in (45) is 
obtained between these two translation examples: 

(45) (i,you) drink+PAST (wine,beer) ++ 
(!iiarap,bira) i<;+PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

We then try to apply the STTL and DTTL algorithms to this match 
sequence. Since there is an equal number of differences (namely, two) on 
both sides, the STTL algorithm is applicable to this match sequence. 
The STTL algorithm can learn new translation templates from this 
match sequence, if it can determine the corresponding differences. Given 
the correspondence between (i,you) and (+lSG,+2SG), (wine,beer) should 
correspond to (!iiarap,bira). Thus, the STTL algorithm infers the three 
translation templates in (46) from this match sequence: 

(46) xi drink+PAST xi ++ xi i<;+PAST Xf 
if xi ++ Xf and xi ++ xi 

wine ++ !iiarap 
beer ++ bira 

Since there is an equal number of similarities (namely, one) on 
both sides, the DTTL algorithm is also applicable to this match se
quence. Since there is only one similarity on both sides, these similarities 
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("drink+PAST" and "i<;+PAST") should correspond to each other. Thus, 
the DTTL algorithm infers the three translation templates in (47) from 
this match sequence: 

(47) i xi wine ++ !iiarap xl +lSG 
if xi ++ xl 

you xi beer ++ bira xl +2SG 
if xi ++ xl 

drink+PAST ++ i<;+PAST 

Let us now assume the translation example pair in (48): 

(48) I drank a glass of white wine ++ Bir bardak beyaz !iiarap i<;tim 
You drank a glass of red wine ++ Bir bardak klrmizi !iiarap i<;tir 

The actual input for our algorithm will be the two translation exam
pIes in lexical form in (49): 

(49) i drink+PAST a glass of white wine ++ 
bir bardak beyaz !iiarap i<;+PAST +lSG 

you drink+PAST a glass of red wine ++ 
bir bardak klrmizi !iiarap i<;+PAST +2SG 

Then, a match sequence between the English sentences "i drink+PAST 
a glass of white wine" and "you drink+PAST a glass of red wine" will be 
found, as will a match sequence between the Turkish sentences "bir bar
dak beyaz !iiarap i<;+PAST +lSG" and "bir bardak klrmizi !iiarap i<;+PAST +2SG". 
As a result, the match sequence in (50) is found between these two trans
lation examples: 

(50) (i,you) drink+PAST a glass of (white,red) wine ++ 
bir bardak (beyaz,klrmlzl) !iiarap i<;+PAST (+lSG,+2SG) 

We then try to apply the STTL and DTTL algorithms to this match 
sequence. Since there is an equal number of differences (namely, two) 
on both sides, the STTL algorithm is applicable to this match se
quence. The STTL algorithm can learn new translation templates from 
this match sequence if it can determine the corresponding differences. 
Since a correspondence between (i,you) and (+lSG,+2SG) has been given, 
(white,red) should correspond to (beyaz,klrmlzl). Thus, the STTL algo
rithm infers the three translation templates in (51) from this match 
sequence: 
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(51) xt drink+PAST a glass of xi wine ++ 
bir bardak xi ~arap i~+PAST xr 

if xt ++ X? and xi ++ xi 
white ++ beyaz 
red ++ klrmizi 

Since there is an equal number of similarities (two) on both sides, 
the DTTL algorithm is also applicable to this match sequence, but we 
cannot determine the similarity correspondences in this match sequence. 
In other words, we cannot know whether "drink+PAST a glass of" cor
responds to "bir bardak" or "~arap i~+PAST" . Therefore, the DTTL al
gorithm cannot directly learn any new translation template from this 
match sequence. In this case, we look at instances of this match se
quence. A suitable instance should contain an equal number of simi
larities on both sides, in which cases and correspondences of similarity 
can be determined. One of the instances of this match sequence can 
be obtained by separating the similarity "drink+PAST a glass of" into 
the similarities "drink+PAST" and "a glass of", and by separating the 
similarity "~arap i~+PAST" into the similarities "~arap" and "i~+PAST". 
Now we have three similarities on both sides in this instance of the 
original match sequence. From the first example, we learned the corre
spondence between "wine" and "~arap", and the correspondence between 
"drink+PAST" and "i~+PAST". Furthermore, the similarity "a glass of" 
should correspond to "bir bardak". Since all similarity correspondences 
can be determined in this instance, the three translation templates in 
(52) can be inferred from this instance by the DTTL algorithm: 

(52) 

In this example, we looked at the instances of the original match 
sequence because we could not learn translation templates from it. In 
this kind of situation, we continue to generate instances of the original 
match sequence until a translation template can be learned, or until 
there are no more instances of the original match sequence. In the first 
example, we did not generate instances of the original match sequence 
because we were able to learn translation templates from the original 
one. 
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Table 9.1. Performance Results for The Training Set with 747 Training Pairs 

We applied only the 
STTL algorithm without 
dividing differences in 
match sequences and 
without having match 
sequences with an empty 
difference constituent. 
We applied only the 
DTTL algorithm without 
dividing similarities in 
match sequences and 
without having match 
sequences with an empty 
difference constituent. 

We applied both the 
STTL and the DTTL 
algorithms on the train
ing set without dividing 
similarities or differences 
in match sequences and 
without having match 
sequences with an empty 
difference constituent. 
We applied both the 
STTL and the DTTL 
algorithms on the train
ing set with dividing 
similarities or differences 
in match sequences and 
without having match 
sequences with an empty 
difference constituent. 

We applied both the 
STTL and the DTTL 
algorithms on the training 
set with dividing si mi
larities or differences in 
match sequences and with 
having match sequences 
with an empty difference 
constituent. 

• In the first pass, the STTL algorithm learned 642 
translation templates. 

• No new templates were learned in the second pass. 
• Each pass took about 53 seconds real time. 

• In the first pass, the DTTL algorithm learned 812 
translation templates. 

• In the second pass, using the initial pairs and these 
new translation templates, the DTTL algorithm in
ferred 6 more templates. 

• No new templates were learned in the third pass. 
• Each pass took about 54 seconds real time. 

• In the first pass, 1239 translation templates were 
learned. 

• In the second pass, the TTL algorithms inferred 6 
more templates. 

• No new templates were learned in the third pass. 
• Each pass took about 81 seconds real time. 

• In the first pass, 1330 translation templates were 
learned. 

• In the second pass, the TTL algorithms inferred 11 
more templates. 

• No new templates were learned in the third pass. 
• Each pass took about 101 seconds real time. 
• By dividing similarities or differences, 8% more 

new templates were learned costing 25% more on 
the learning time. 

• In the first pass, 2055 translation templates were 
learned. 

• In the second pass, the TTL algorithms inferred 55 
more templates. 

• No new templates were learned in the third pass. 
• Each pass took about 170 seconds real time. 
• By having match sequences with an empty differ

ence constituent, 57% more new templates were 
learned costing 68% more on the learning time. 
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4. Performance Results 

In order to evaluate our TTL algorithms empirically, we have imple
mented them in Prolog and evaluated them on medium-sized bilingual 
parallel texts. Our training sets are artificially collected because of the 
unavailiabilty of a large morphologically tagged parallel text between 
English and Thrkish. 

In each pass of the learning phase, we applied our learning algorithms 
for each pair of translation examples in a training set. Since the number 
of pairs is I:~:/ i when the number of translation examples in a training 
set is n, the time complexity of each pass of the learning phase is O(n2 ). 

The learning phase continues until its last pass cannot learn any new 
translation templates. In other words, when the number of new learned 
translation templates is zero in a pass, the learning process terminates. 
Although the maximum number of passes of the learning phase theoret
ically is n-2, the maximum number of passes which the learning phase 
had to do on our training sets was 4. This means that the worst case 
time complexity of our learning algorithm is O(n3 ), but in practice it 
remained in O(n2 ). 

One of our training sets contained 747 training pairs, which is enough 
for the system to learn a small coverage of the basics of English gram
mar. To find the cost/gain of each portion of our learning algorithm, we 
applied the different portions of our algorithms to this training set. We 
obtained the results in Table 9.1 for this training set on aSPARe 20/61 
workstation. 

5. System Architecture and Translation 

The templates learned by the TTL algorithm can be used directly in 
the translation phase. These templates are in lexical form, and they can 
be used for translation in both directions. The general system architec
ture is given in Figure 9.3. As can be seen, the input for the learning 
module is a set of bilingual examples in lexical form. In order to create 
a set of bilingual examples in lexical form, a set of bilingual examples in 
their surface form is created, following which all words in these exam
pIes are morphologically tagged using Thrkish and English morphological 
analyzers. In this process, a morphological analyzer pro duces possible 
lexical forms of a word from its surface form, and the correct lexical form 
is selected by a human expert. Thus, a set bilingual examples in lexical 
form is created. Of course, if morphologically tagged sets of bilingual 
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examples existed between English and Turkish, this step would become 
redundant. 

From the surface form of a sentence, the lexical form of that sentence 
is created by replacing every word with its correct lexical form. Non
words such as punctuation markers are assumed to have the same lexical 
and surface form. The only exception to this is a punctuation marker 
depicting the end of sentences. In this case, we delete these completely 
from the lexical forms. 

In the translation process, a given source language sentence in surface 
form is translated into the corresponding target language sentence in 
surface form. The outline of the translation process is given below: 

1 First, the lexical level representation of the input sentence to be 
translated is derived by using the source language lexical analyzer. 

2 Then any translation templates matching the input are collected. 
They are collected from most to least specific. For each selected 
template, its variables are instantiated with the corresponding val
ues in the source sentence. Then we search for templates matching 
these bound values. If they are found successfully, target language 
variables are replaced by the values in the matching template. 

3 Finally, the surface level representation of the sentence obtained in 
the previous step is genera ted by the target language morphological 
generator. 

Note that if the sentence in the source language is ambiguous, then 
templates corresponding to each sense will be retrieved, and the corre
sponding sentences for each sense will be generated. The user can choose 
the right one among the possible translations according to the context. 
We hope that the correct answer will be among the first results gener
ated in the translation steps by imposing the constraint that templates 
are to be used from most to least specific. Although this helps to obtain 
the correct answer among the top results, it may not be enough. We 
also investigated using a statistical method (Öz & Cicekli, 1998) to order 
our learned translation templates. In this statistical method, we assign a 
confidence factor to the learned translation templates, and we use these 
confidence factors to sort the results of translations. The training data 
is again used to collect this statistical information. Using this statistical 
method, the percentage of the correct results is increased by 50% in the 
top 5 results. 
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6. Evaluation 

Since the TTL algorithm can overspecialize, useless and incorrect tem
plates can be learned. Given this, together with the problem of ambi
guity noted above, the translation results produced by our translation 
algorithm can contain incorreet translations in addition to correct ones. 
However, our main goal is to obtain correet translations among the top
ranked results. For example, according to our results given in Öz & 
Cicekli, 1998, we show that the percentage of correct results among the 
total results is 33%. If we just use the templates according to how spe
cific they are, the percentage of correct results is increased to 44% in 
the top 5 results. This means that at least 2 of the top 5 results are cor
rect. In addition to our ordering constraint, using the statistical method 
described in Öz & Cicekli, 1998 increased the percentage of the correct 
results to 60%. In addition, we investigated whether the top results 
contain at least one correet translation or not. When we just use our 
ordering constraint, the top 5 results of 77% of all translations contained 
at least one correct translation. When the statistical method is used to
gether with our ordering constraint, the percentage is increased to 91%. 
Thus, a human expert can choose the correct answer by just looking at 
the top few results. 

Our algorithms are tested on training sets construeted by us and oth
ers. We only morphologically tagged the training sets prepared by oth
ers. Although these training sets are not huge by other standards, they 
are big enough to be treated as real corpora. One aspeet of our future 
work will be to test our algorithms on huge, morphologically tagged 
bilingual corpora between other languages (unfortunately there is no 
huge bilingual corpus between English and Turkish, but we are trying 
to construet one). The next language pair that we are planning to work 
on is English and French. 

The success of an MT system can be measured according to two cri
teria: coverage and correctness. Coverage is the percentage of the sen
tences which can be translated, and correctness is the percentage of cor
reet translations among all translation results produced by that system. 
However, no MT system is able to guarantee correetness and complete 
coverage. That is, no MT system will always produce the correct trans
lation for any given sentence, nor produce some translation for any given 
sentence. This is a direet consequence of the complexity and inherent 
ambiguity of natural languages. Since natural languages are dynamic, 
new words enter the language, or new meanings are assigned to old words 
in time. For the case of English, the word Internet is a new addition 
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and the word web has a new meaning. In addition, words and sentences 
are interpreted differently depending on their context. The best way to 
cope with such issues is to have a translation system that can learn and 
adapt itself to the changes in the language and the context. The TTL 
algorithms presented in this chapter achieve this by learning new tem
plates corresponding to the new meaning of the words and interpretation 
of the sentences from new translation examples. 

As a whole, our system can be seen as a human-assisted EBMT sys
tem. Our system suggests possible translations which usually contain the 
correct translation among the top few candidates, and a human expert 
then chooses the correct translation just by evaluating the given results. 
The coverage of our system depends on the coverage of the given train
ing sets and how much our learning algorithms learn from these training 
sets. When the size of training sets is increased, the coverage of our 
system also increases. Although we cannot say that our learning algo
rithms can extract all available information in training sets, they can 
extract most of the available information as translation templates. In 
measuring the correctness of our system, one needs to look at whether 
the top few results contain the correct translation or not. In order to 
increase the level of correctness, we imposed a constraint on the use 
of the translation templates according to how specific they were, and 
assigned confidence factors to them. This helps ensure that the correct 
translation is found among the top few results. The general performance 
of our system and other EBMT systems depends firstlyon the quality of 
the bilingual corpora used, because they constitute the sole information 
source, and secondly as to how the available information in the corpora 
is used in the translation process. 

7. Limitations of Learning Heuristics 
The preconditions in the definition of the match sequence (see Sec

tion 9.3) may appear to be very strong, and they may restrict the prac
tical usage of our learning algorithms. These preconditions are stated as 
explicitly and strongly as they could be to reduce the number of the use
less translation templates which can be learned from match sequences 
in the expense of missing the opportunity of learning some useful trans
lation templates. 

Let us consider the 'translation' examples between American and 
British English in (53)-(55): 
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(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

The other day, the president analyzed the state of the 
union ++ 

The other day, the president analysed the state of the 
union 

Recently, the president analyzed the state of the union ++ 
Recently, the president analysed the state of the union 

Recently, the president analyzed the union ++ 
Recently, the president analysed the union 

Note that the only difference between source and target sentences 
here is the alternative spellings of analyse vs. analyze. Despite the very 
strong similarity between these sentence pairs, our learning heuristics 
will not learn any translation templates from these examples. The reader 
will notice that the lexical item "the" appears 4, 3 and 2 times in the 
sentences of the three examples in (53)-(55), respectively. Therefore, the 
lexical item "the" will try to end up in both a similarity and a difference 
in a match sequence of any two of these examples because the sentences 
in any two of these examples do not contain same number of lexical items 
of the form "the". Since we do not allow the same lexical item to appear 
in both a similarity and a difference, any pair of these examples cannot 
have a match sequence. Since our system will not learn any translation 
examples, it will not be able to 'translate' the sentence in (56): 

(56) The other day, the president analyzed the union 

into British English when only the examples in (53) are given. 
Therefore, our learning algorithms can only learn if there is a match 

sequence between the examples. On the other hand, if we supply two 
more examples, namely those in (57)-(58): 

(57) 

(58) 

He analyzed today's situation ++ 
He analysed today's situation 

Recently, the president analyzed today's situation ++ 
Recently, the president analysed today's situation 

our learning algorithms will be able learn the required translation tem
plates from the examples (53)-(58). Some of the learned templates will 
be those in (59): 
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(59) Xl analyzed X 2 ++ YI analysed Y2 

if Xl ++ YI and X 2 ++ Y2 

today's situation ++ today's situation 
He analyzed ++ He analysed 
Recently, the president analyzed ++ Recently, the president 

analysed 
The other day, the president ++ The other day, the president 
Recently, the president ++ Recently, the president 
the union ++ the union 
the state of the union ++ the state of the union 
analyzed ++ analysed 
He ++ He 

These templates will be enough to 'translate' the sentence (55) to British 
English. 

Let us examine the consequences of relaxing the conditions for the 
definition of a match sequence. If we let a lexical item appear in a 
similarity and a difference of a match sequence, we will no longer have a 
unique match sequence for any given two strings and there may be more 
than one match sequence for those strings. For instance, the American 
English sentences in the examples (54) and (55) will have the five match 
sequences in (60) in this case: 

(60) • Recently, the president analyzed the (state of the,f) union 
• Recently, the president analyzed (the state of,f) the union 
• Recently, (the president analyzed,f) the (state of,president 

analyzed) the union 
• Recently, (the president analyzed the state of,f) the 

(f,president analyzed the) union 
• Recently, (f,the president analyzed) the 

(president analyzed the state of the,f) union 

The British sentences in those examples will also have 5 match sequences. 
Thus, examples (54) and (55) will have 25 different match sequences 
because there will be five match sequences for each side of those sentences 
in this situation. Since only some of these match sequences will be 
correct, we may learn a lot of useless (wrong) templates from the rest 
of these match sequences. This is the main reason for insisting on such 
strong preconditions on the match sequences. 

N evertheless, our learning algorithms may still learn useless wrong 
translation templates. For example, let us consider the two examples in 
(61): 
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(61) I know hardly anybody ++ Hemen hemen hi<; kimseyi tammam 
You know almost everything ++ Hemen hemen her ~eyi bilirsin 

From these examples, the correspondence of "know" and "hemen hemen" 
will be inferred, even though it is wrong. There are two reasons for 
this problem. First, Turkish differentiates two meanings of "know" as 
"tammak" ("to know somebody") and "bilmek" ("to know something"). 
Second, English phrases "hardly" and "almost" map to the same Turk
ish phrase ("hemen hemen"). Of course, there can be other situations 
in which wrong translation templates can be inferred. In order to re
duce the effect of these wrong translations, we have also incorporated 
the statistical methods described in Öz & Cicekli, 1998 into our system. 
According to these statistical methods, each translation result is associ
ated with a computed confidence factor (a value between 0 and 1) and 
the translation results are sorted with respect to these computed confi
dence factors. Each translation template is associated with a confidence 
factor during the learning phase, and the confidence factor of a trans
lation result is computed from the confidence factors of the translation 
templates that are used to find that translation result. 

8. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have presented a model for learning translation 
templates between two languages. The model is based on a simple pat
tern matcher. We integrated this model with an EBMT system to form 
our Generalized Exemplar-Based Machine Translation model. We have 
implemented this model as the TTL (Translation Template Learner) 
algorithms. 

The TTL algorithms are illustrated in learning translation templates 
between Turkish and English. We believe that the approach is appli
cable to many pairs of natural languages (at least for West-European 
languages such as English, French, and Spanish), assuming sets of mor
phologically tagged bilingual examples. 

The major contribution of this chapter is that the proposed TTL algo
rithm eliminates the difficult task of manually encoding the translation 
templates. The TTL algorithm can work directly on the surface level 
representation of sentences. However, in order to generate useful trans
lation patterns, it is helpful to use the lexical level representations. For 
English and Turkish, at least, it is quite trivial to obtain the lexicallevel 
representations of words. 

Our main motivation was that the underlying inference mechanism is 
compatible with one of the ways humans learn languages, i.e. learning 
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from examples. We believe that in everyday usage, humans learn general 
sentence patterns using the similarities and differences between many 
different example sentences that they are exposed to. This observation 
led us to the idea that a computer can be trained in a similar fashion, 
using analogy within a corpus of example translations. 

The techniques presented here can be used in an incremental manner. 
Initially, a set of translation templates can be inferred from a set of trans
lation examples, with extra templates learnable from another set with 
the help of previously learned translation templates. In other words, 
the templates learned from previous examples help in learning new tem
plates from new examples, as in the case of natural language learning 
by humans. This incremental approach allows us to incorporate existing 
translation templates when new translation examples become available, 
instead of re-running previous sets of examples along with the new set 
of examples. 

The learning and translation times on the small training set are quite 
reasonable, and that indicates the pro gram will scale up to large, natu
rally occurring training corpora. Note that this algorithm is not specific 
to the English and Turkish languages, but should be applicable to the 
task of learning to translate automatically between many pairs of lan
guages. Although the learning process on a large corpus will take a 
considerable amount of time, it is a task to be performed only once. 
Once the translation templates are learned, the translation process is 
fast. 

The model that we have proposed in this chapter may be integrated 
with other systems as a naturallanguage front-end, where a small subset 
of a natural language is used. This algorithm can be used to learn to 
translate user queries into the language of the underlying system. 

This model mayaIso be integrated with an intelligent tutoring sys
tem (ITS) for second language learning. The template representation 
model provides a level of information that may help in error diagnosis 
and student modelling tasks of an ITS. The model mayaIso be used 
to tune the teaching strategy according to the needs of the student by 
analysing the student answers analogically with the dosest cases in the 
corpus. Specific corpora may be designed to concentrate on certain top
ics that will help in the student 's acquisition of the target language. The 
work presented in this chapter provides an opportunity to evaluate this 
possibility as a future research topic. 
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